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3.  Meeting agenda
Table 1.  Agenda of the meeting











11:50 Coffee	break Break post-it note task: Any other initiatives exploring 







12:55 Lunch Lunch time task: With a partner, discuss the most pressing 
need for typologies approaches, or the best/newest 
opportunities in one or more of the case study areas - post 



























































































Figure 2. Example of combining waterbody attributes relevant to 
grouped behaviours in response to stressors (from the presentation 
by L. Carvalho)
Figure 1. Conceptual view of typologies (taken from the 
presentation by M Stutter)
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6.1   Example 3: Water quality impacts caused by  








































































Figure 3. Erosion risk as an example of combining spatial soil 
properties to inform a function related approach to erosion risk 
(from the presentation by N Baggaley).
Figure 4. The process of developing the River Basin Management 


























































6.2  Example 4: Spatial regression modelling of  



















































Figure 5. Example of pooling landscape co-variates in developing 
models for river water temperature (from the presentation by I. 
Malcolm)
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Table 2. Summary of the breakout group around case study 1: Water quality impacts from diffuse and point source pollution
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Table 3. Summary of the breakout group around case study 2: Temperature related stress to fish and other aquatic ecology 



















































































































































































































8.  Other views sought
During	the	breaks	knowledge	was	captured	on	a	couple	of	general	
topics.
8.1   Response to the question on knowledge of   
  other initiatives and what are they    














8.2  Response to the question on improvements  
  in how to communicate what we want to   
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Appendix 2:  Introductory slides
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